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THE KEYS FEDERATION ACADEMY TRUST
Educational Visits Policy
At schools within The Keys Federation Academy Trust we believe that the
experiences gained by pupils through off-site Educational Visits should not be seen
as isolated opportunities, but as a vital part of the progression of a child’s education
and essential to providing a relevant, creative curriculum. Whilst we believe that this
philosophy is of vital importance, the safety of the pupils must remain paramount.
Therefore, this policy follows the guidelines laid down by the Local Authority's
Educational Trips and Visits Policy and Procedures and ensures that all risk
assessments, permissions and approvals are gained within the appropriate
timespan. It is the responsibility of the Educational Visits Co-ordinator and the
Principal to ensure that this is always the case and that ratios specified as good
practice are adhered to at all times. See appendix one for the minimum procedures
to be followed for ALL off-site visits.
Responsibilities
The Principal’s responsibility will necessitate full compliance with any regulations
and guidelines provided by the LA. The Principal will ensure that the activity leader
is competent to undertake the activity and also understands the nature of the
responsibilities related to that activity.
Where the Principal accompanies a visit and is not the activity leader then the
Principal must follow the instructions of the activity leader.
The activity leader has full responsibility for the safe running of the activity. This
includes ensuring that prior agreement to the activity taking place has been
obtained, following guidance laid down and ensuring that all participants are aware
of their roles, and submitting the necessary documentation to the Principal in
advance of the visit. The use of the LA EVOLVE software is encouraged for trips
and visits. The activity leader/class teacher is responsible for completing out of
school activity forms and risk assessments, ensuring parents advised of visits, pupils
briefed and put into groups etc. Timescales for each action required are listed below:





Category B Educational visits notification form should be completed and
handed to the Principal for authorisation as soon as possible but a minimum
of two weeks before the trip. This should be done electronically and the form
will then be uploaded on to Evolve by the EVC. At this point the trip will be
confirmed and the office authorised to book coaches and arrange lunches
etc.
The risk assessment should be forwarded to the Principal a minimum of one
week before the visit and uploaded to Evolve by the EVC.
Letters informing parents of the visit should be circulated a minimum of two
weeks before the trip.



It is compulsory to record all residential visits on Evolve for local authority
authorisation. All forms and letters must be presented to the Principal and
uploaded on to Evolve a minimum of four weeks before the proposed visit.

Teachers, volunteers, pupils and parents/carers all have responsibilities during the
course of the off-site activity in which they are participating. Smoking or the drinking
of alcohol by the designated responsible adults is NOT permitted on any school
trip/visit.
A list of all children and adults involved must be carried by the activity leader and
any other adult as the leader deems fit. A list of all participants must also be left in
school.
Risk Assessment
The underlying basis of health and safety care is to control risks. This is effectively
achieved through risk assessment. When planning an off-site visit, all potential risks
should be assessed and where it is “reasonably practicable” eliminated or alleviated.
This should be undertaken prior to the visit. If it is considered necessary a pre-visit
may be undertaken. School will request risk assessments from sites to be visited if
any are available and will adopt/amend as necessary. All risk assessments are to
be signed as read.
The Local Authority’s recommendations on off-site visits will be followed and
EVOLVE Software used.
Ratio of adults to pupils
The minimum ratios of adults to pupils are laid down in the guidelines (see below).
These will be followed at all times or exceeded if the school determines that there is
a group or individual need. All volunteer helpers should be DBS cleared and must
have clear guidelines of what is expected of them, a schedule of events and a list of
children in their care.
Ratios taken from Local Guidance,






Nursery Class
1:2/3
Reception Class
1:4
School Year 1 – 3
1:6
School Year 4 – 6
1:10/15
Residential/Out of Country 1:10

All ratios are dependent on the activitiy taking place. The greater the assessed risk,
the higher the adult to child ratio.
First Aid
It is appropriate to ensure that First Aid equipment is carried on all off-site visits and
that all adults know who has the first aid resources.
Emergency Procedures
The activity leader will carry a list of emergency contact numbers and information on
any child with special medical needs, along with a staff copy of the School’s

Emergency Management Plan which contains a checklist for educational visits. The
Leader will also ensure a sufficient number of mobile phones are available.

Special Medical Needs
The schools will always endeavour to include all children in off-site visits. However,
if a pupil requiring special medical needs is to be included in off-site visits, then we
will ensure that the parents are fully aware of the full circumstances of the visit.
When at all possible children with special medical needs will be included.
If the school is ever taking a child where the parents/carers will forbid certain
medical procedures, then a letter from the parent/carers stating exactly what is/is not
allowed must accompany that child together with emergency contact numbers.
Discipline
We expect all children to maintain the expected standards of behaviour on all off-site
visits. Parents will be expected to collect children whose behaviour compromises
the safety of the child or others on residential visits. On day visits the school will be
contacted and a decision made.
For children displaying extreme/unacceptable behaviour, risk assessments will be
undertaken prior to the visit taking place to support inclusion in the educational visit
or otherwise. Those children who would receive 1 to 1 supervision in school should
continue to do so while on the educational visit.
Voluntary Contributions
The schools accept Section 457 of the Education Act 1996 principles and reflects
the advice in the DFE “Charging for School Activiites” document (November 2013).
However, if ever a situation should occur where the amount of voluntary
contributions means that the school will face financial problems, the whole trip may
be cancelled.
No child will be barred from off-site visits because of inability/unwillingness to pay.
Accounts of all off-site visits are kept by the Office staff.
Pupil premium funding will be used to subsidise 50% of the cost of trips/visits for
children entitled to receive free school meals/ever 6 children.
Transport
When transport is needed for an off-site visit, the Keys Federation minibuses will be
used where possible and the appropriate checks undertaken prior to use. Only
trained staff will be allowed to drive the minibus and insurance will be in place at all
times. If the minibus is unavailable or too small for the number of participants, then
transport will always be provided by a reputable coach company who provides
coaches with seatbelts. The ratio shall be one child per seat regardless of age or
size.
The schools remain responsible for behaviour on the minibus and coaches.

The use of private cars is discouraged. However, relevant permission is sought
when transporting children in small groups using staff and parents/carers vehicles
and booster seats will be used when necessary
Cancellation
If any circumstances arise which cause any doubt whatsoever over the safety of the
trip, it will be cancelled.
--oOo--

This policy has been reviewed with due regard to the Equality Act 2010 during the
Autumn Term 2017.

Signed

S. Bruton

CEO

Appendix 1
Minimum procedures to be followed for ALL off-site visits
1)

Children should be placed in small groups with an allocated adult. Each adult
should have their list of children and the class teacher should have an overall
list. A copy of this list of groups and adults should left at the school office.

2)

On local, off-site walking trips – children should wear Hi-Vis vests.

3)

The whole group must be together before leaving the school. School
employed staff must lead the group and also be the last person out of the
building – ensuring entire group is together. Supporting adults (volunteer
helpers) should be placed along the line with their group.

4)

First aid procedures must be followed:
 Correct number of first aiders
 Correct first aid equipment must be taken
 Equipment in the event of travel sickness/vomiting must be taken
 Children’s individual medication must be taken, i.e. inhalers, epi-pens
etc
 A list of all children’s medical conditions must be taken
 A mobile phone to contact staff in school in the event of any
illness/emergency

4)

Children should be counted:
 Before leaving the classroom
 Before starting the walking journey or on the coach prior to departure
 On arrival at the venue
 On any other relevant occasion during the visit where a change to the
whole group has taken place – for example after toilet breaks, group
input sessions, change of rooms.
This counting is assisted in process if each group leader has a clear list of
their group and, therefore, the number of children they are responsible for.
This procedure should also be undertaken in reverse for the return journey.

The class teacher is responsible at all times for the safety of the group when being
educated off-site and must ensure the relevant forms and risk assessments are
completed. Staff must also refer and adhere to other relevant Keys Federation
policies, e.g. Health & Saftety, Missing Child, Supporting Children with Medical
Conditions, SEN&D etc. All policies are available from the Policy File in the
staffroom or from The Keys Federation website www.thekeysfederation.org.uk.

The Principal of the school is ultimately responsible for the health & safety of all
within the school on behalf of the Board of Directors.
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